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To master ongoing market competitiveness, manufacturing companies try to increase process efficiency through process improvements. Mapping the endto-end order processing is particularly important, as one needs to consider all order-fulfilling core processes to evaluate process performance. However,
today’s traditional process mapping methods such as workshops are subjective and time-consuming. Therefore, process improvements are based on gut
feeling rather than facts, leading to high failure probabilities. This paper presents a process mining approach that provides data-based description of
process performance in order processing and thus objectively and effortlessly maps as-is end-to-end processes. The approach is validated with an
industrial case study.
Process, Performance, Machine learning, Process mining

1. Introduction
Today, manufacturing companies try to master the ongoing
market competitiveness by increasing process efficiency. Process
efficiency measures how economical processes are executed and is
quantified by the process performance indicators (PPIs) process
time, process cost and process quality [1]. To increase process
performance (PP) through process improvement or process reengineering, PP is first described. Thereby, PP is defined as how
well the process, which consists of sub-processes and activities,
operates to achieve its objectives and describing PP includes the
mapping of as-is processes as well as the description of PPIs [2]. In
general, an accurate mapping of as-is processes is required to
derive lasting potentials for PP improvements and one of the
biggest challenges for producing companies [1,3].
To describe the performance of the end-to-end order processing
(ETEOP) process is particularly important for producing
companies to ensure sustainable competitive advantages. The
ETEOP process comprises all technical-operative core processes of
a company, which are domain-specific business units such as sales
or manufacturing, to complete customer orders (CO) in due time
[4]. However, up to 96% of process mapping methods are applied
in manufacturing, taking predecessor processes such as design, or
successor processes such as assembly not into consideration,
although they cover up to 70% of end-to-end process time [5].
Traditional methods can be used for ETEOP process mapping but
only with limitations: First, mapping the process and its activities
based on workshops or interviews depends highly on participants’
assumptions and abstractions. Further, the as-is process mapping
is time-consuming and frequently reported as the most costly
stage. Thirdly, since traditional methods are paper-based, the
ability to capture dynamics is limited [6]. Thus, the shortcomings
are time-consuming, unsubstantiated, subjective and static process descriptions that lead to failure probabilities of up to 70% [7].
By contrast, studies since the 1998s show that the use of event
logs, which are process feedback data already available in
companies’ information systems, improve process mapping.
Studies show that process mining (PM) methods using event logs

are superior to traditional methods by effortless, fact-based,
objective and dynamic process mapping and thus address the
aforementioned drawbacks [6,8]. However, producing companies
still map ETEOP by traditional methods or applied PM just in
administrative or partial processes, as no methodology for PM
exists that addresses the characteristics of ETEOP. Therefore, this
paper presents a methodology to describe PP in ETEOP by PM and
thus supports companies by viable process improvements.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2
highlights the importance of PM. In Section 3, a comprehensive
literature review on the state of the art is presented and the
challenges of using PM in ETEOP are described. Section 4 describes
the methodology, which is applied in a German SME in Section 5.
2. Importance of process mining for order processing
Today, companies understand processes usually as static, orderindependent and trivial. However, real industry data shows that
order numbers vary within order processing and order-related
activities are too manifold to be manually mapped, wherefore real
processes are not entirely known (see for instance Table 1).
Further, as orders follow different sequential and parallel
activities, which are executed at different times, the challenges
increase [9]. Thus, an approach for the data-based mapping of
ETEOP constitutes a key step to master process complexity.
PM aims to discover, monitor and control real business
processes (not assumed processes) by extracting knowledge from
event logs. PM must be distinguished from common data mining
and machine learning disciplines by its process perspective. This
paper focuses on process discovery (one type of PM) to transform
data into a process model, which is a representative visualization
of real processes and activities. Inputs are event log data that are
collections of related events. Each event refers to at least an
activity and a unique process instance, for example orders in the
given context [8]. Process discovery combined with replaying
event data on the process model provides a proven technology to
detect bottlenecks and is especially useful in complex processes
[10]. Yet, several challenges for an application in ETEOP exist,
which are discussed in the following section.

Table 1
Example: Domain-specific orders and activities of a German SME
Core process domains

O

A

R

Sales
400
27
66%
Assembly
1852
391
11%
Logistics
2684
69
8%
O: No. of data-based orders; A: No. of data-based activities; R: Ratio.
No. of documented activities based on interviews
R=
.
A

3. State of the art
Describing PP by PM has been researched in the last 19 years.
Several papers have been published, of which the most 12 relevant
are presented in the following. Especially for the production
domain, applying PM in real manufacturing case studies has
increased significantly in the last four years [10]. Describing PPIs
such as process time with PM shows that a PP improvement of up
to 69.97% can be achieved [11]. However, several reasons for
intensified research efforts exist for ETEOP.
In eight of the papers, PM was applied in manufacturing
processes. In other papers, PM was used to describe upstream
processes, such as production planning [12], or downstream
processes, such as logistics [6]. Due to interactions between core
process activities, however, the description of PP in partial
processes is not sufficient, as the sum of the optimized partial
processes does not result in an optimum for ETEOP. Rather,
mapping partial processes have negative effects on ETEOP PP
improvements [13].
Two papers describe PP in the administrative processes of
producing companies [14,15]. However, administrative processes
are characterized by consistent feedback data and consistent
order-IDs [16]. As the success of PM being highly dependent on
order-IDs and in ETEOP multiple order-IDs are stored in different
information systems, it becomes obvious that the approaches are
not suitable [8]. Instead, event correlation, which is the process to
link events that belong to the same process instance but are
scattered across various information systems, must be considered,
that does not yet exist in industrial practice. It is indicated to be an
essential step to enable end-to-end process discovery [16].
In four papers, PPIs are added as additional attributes of events
in the event log [6,8,11,12]. However, it is not easy to deal with
many additional attributes. Hence, current research deals with
reducing mapping complexity by fewer attributes to make process
models interpretable and PM applicable for industries [3].
Therefore, data should be included based on the desired PP
information and a minimum viable dataset for PM in ETEOP need
to be defined.
Lastly, some papers use process knowledge for model validation
that consequently affects the advantage of objective process
mapping [9,15,17–19]. By contrast, process knowledge for event
log preparation is scarcely used, although producing industries are
often challenged with semi-structured processes that require
Extraction: Defining performance-related
1 event logs of core processes
Event log

Orders

Core process domainn

Order Activity Start End
O1 Akt. 93 18:38 18:48
…
…
… …

The application of PM requires an appropriate methodology that
is tailored to the objectives of the application case [15]. The
methodology for the data-based description of PP in ETEOP
consists of three major steps that can be gone through iteratively
(see Figure 1). As no standard exist, the L* life-cycle model [8] is
adopted for the methodology. In the first step, the datasets for the
ETEOP process are defined and event logs are extracted for each
core process domain. The second step combines the multiple event
logs of ETEOP, considering converging and diverging order
relations. Thus, the ETEOP process is mapped by PM and the PP is
described for different process levels in the third step.
The overall goal of the methodology is to apply PM to technicaloperating end-to-end processes to ensure an objective and factbased foundation for process improvements.
4.1 Extracting process-performance-related event logs
The goal of the first phase, the definition and extraction of event
logs, is to initialize the datasets that are required to describe PP in
ETEOP and to provide them in a pre-processed form. The
underlying hypothesis is that transferring tacit process knowledge
of business experts about the ETEOP is important for domainspecific event log extraction [25]. Therefore, the ETEOP process
domains must initially be identified by using generic business
process frameworks and integrating business experts [2].
The required data are derived for the event logs based on mutual
dependencies between information and data [26]. Process time,
which is the sum of the execution times of activities and the
transition times in between, is the highest prioritized PPI and
requires activity timestamps as data. Thereby, it depends on the
core process domain and its information system whether start
and/or end timestamps are logged [8]. We assume that process
costs can be determined from processing times and therefore
requires no additional data. Individual process times are
multiplied by cost drivers after process mapping. Lastly, process
quality is calculated based on the process model as the ratio of
orders with process loops and total completed orders [21]. Thus,
order-IDs as process instances, related activities as well as their
start and/or end timestamps are consolidated for each core
Process discovery: Describing the order
3 processing process performance

Event logs

Order Activity Start End
O1 Akt. 01 10:34 …
…
… …

PPI

4. Methodology for a data-based description of ETEOP

Merging and preparation: Consolidating
2 multiple event logs for the end-to-end process

PPI
Core process domain1

process expertise for data pre-processing [20–22]. In semistructured processes, activities vary according to order
processing, wherefore filtering of incomplete activities and
grouping of rare activities is required to reduce process complexity
[23]. Literature emphasizes the importance of log pre-processing
for the successful application of PM in a production environment
[24]. Therefore, in the following section, a new methodology is
presented, which overcomes the aforementioned shortcomings of
PP-related dataset pre-processing as well as dealing with typical
ETEOP process characteristics, such as multiple converging and
diverging order-IDs, to address the research deficit of PM
applications in ETEOP.
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Figure 1. Methodology for data-based description of process performance in end-to-end order processing.
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process into a two-dimensional, column-structured table as event
log data (see step 1 of Figure 1).
The timeframe to extract the right amount of data must be
contextually estimated. Thus, a representative number of high
runner orders is defined that covers 80% of ETEOP orders. The
timeframe is approximated by the sum of expected processing
time in each core process multiplied by the number of sequentialexecuted orders and a factor F that covers orders occasionally
need F-times longer than the expected timeframe of the domain.
Having this information, event logs are extracted for each core
process domain whose steps have been widely explored and are
thus not detailed here [8].
Erroneous process- and order-specific data in the event log lead
to unreliable process results. Therefore, data cleaning is needed. A
hierarchical filtering approach is used comprising order and
process filtration (see section 4.2). In the order filtration,
customer-anonymous orders, for example stock replenishment
orders, are removed as they distort the ETEOP process. As further
data cleaning, such as additional filtration to remove duplicated
orders, to increase data integrity is not ETEOP-specific and already
broadly researched, it is not detailed here [27].
4.2. Merging event logs for end-to-end order processing process
Companies often log orders in different information systems that
need to be merged. Customer relationship management (CRM)
systems might log CO, whereas enterprise resource planning (ERP)
systems and/or manufacturing execution system (MES) log
manufacturing and assembly orders. Further, one-to-one
(perspective I in step 2 of Figure 1) or many-to-many relationships
(perspective II) can exist between the orders in ETEOP. By
example, one CO generates one manufacturing order or three
manufacturing orders generate two assembly orders. The
underlying hypothesis is that a data relationship, for instance by
reference number, exists between the multiple order-IDs. This is
not considered in the previous PM approaches, as the partial
processes focused so far have unique order-IDs (see section 3). To
merge event logs, the method of object-centric event log
correlation developed in Ref. [16] is used. Thereby, events of
objects, which are domain-specific orders in the given context, are
linked through object paths by existing relationships between
databases. By doing so, multiple event logs are merged into one
single event log, which is referred to as a Minimum Viable Dataset
(MVD), containing one constituent order-ID (1), ETEOP activities
(2), start (3) and/or end timestamps (4) as event log data in the
above mentioned two-dimensional structure.
The timestamp format varies across ETEOP and needs to be
unified for PM. In general, started and completed manufacturing
orders are recorded by seconds. To avoid loss of information, all
timestamps of ETEOP are transformed in the format ‘DD.MM.YYY
hh:mm:ss’. Therefore, activities having either start or end
timestamps are enriched deterministically depending on whether
activities’ timeframe is a period or a moment. For periods, missing
timestamps are enriched by predecessor/ successor activities. For
moments, both timestamps of the activity are equated. A further
process filtration removes orders which are not both started and
completed within the extracted timeframe to reduce incomplete
processes. By doing so, valuable event log information is retained
to increase the process model reliability and performance-related
aspects of the process [21].
In practice, increasing product variants lead to unstructured
processes that make the mapped ETEOP process exceedingly
difficult to understand [24]. Therefore, a two-step approach is
applied that comprises order and process clustering. Order
clustering uses incremental clustering to analyse process variants.
Incremental clustering creates clusters of orders according to their
similarity of processing wherefore a percentage threshold is set by

the user [24]. For process perspective, processes are clustered
using pattern abstractions that simplify processes by grouping
directly successive activities on the desired level of granularity
[28]. As a result, the ETEOP process with less causal dependencies
is structured to increase the interpretability of the mapped process
and to avoid an overfitting process model.
4.3. Describing end-to-end order processing performance
The PP of ETEOP can be described in two sub-steps. First, the
process model is mapped using an adequate PM discovery
algorithm. Afterward, PP can be calculated based on the process
model for the end-to-end process (perspective a in step 3 of Figure
1), sub-processes (perspective b) and activities (perspective c).
A plethora of discovery algorithms is available and none
dominates all others in every situation. The selection of a suitable
discovery algorithm depends on the requirements and data [29].
For the purposes of the methodology, the inductive miner is
chosen due to its robustness and formal guarantees [8,29].
In the methodology, the PP description contains two
performance assessments. First, the PP is expressed by PPIs, but
additional PP effects are derived from the process model, for
instance loops or process interfaces. Hence, process time that can
be later multiplied by costs, process model and process quality are
described as PP. Further, the objective is to describe them in a
valuation-neutral manner, which means without subjective
identification of process weaknesses, in order to initiate wellfounded process improvement measures by process experts.
However, the visualization is tool-based and should be userfriendly to intuitively spot anomalies within ETEOP.
5. Application and key findings
The described methodology has been applied to a real industry
case in the small series machinery sector with sales, assembly, and
logistics as identified core process domains. The previously
mentioned Table 1 describes the domain-specific event log
characteristics of this industry case regarding the number of
orders and activities for a specific timeframe. In the following, the
open-source PM tool ‘ProM 6.8’ is used for the application. After
the event logs from ERP-system, MES and CRM-system have been
merged via the product serial number, a first log inspection shows
276 cases, 53502 events and 876 activities after order filtration. A
further event log preparation removes 8 cases that do not both
start with either ‘order placement’ or ‘order request’ and end with
‘product dispatched’ by using the ‘filter log using simple heuristic’
plug-in as process filtration. A subsequent pattern abstraction
shows that several assembly activities at one assembly station can
be grouped to a superior assembly activity wherefore 90 activities
can be clustered to 14 activities. As a result, the final MVD contains
268 cases, 48476 events and 850 activities that is then used for PM.
Figure 2 shows the process model of ETEOP using the ‘Inductive
visual Miner’ plug-in as the selected discovery algorithm with an
activity threshold of 0.31. This implies that all events
corresponding to activities that occur more than 0.31 times than
the most frequent activity, remain in the MVD. Additionally, a path
threshold of 0.4 was used, i.e. 60% noise filtering. The higher the
thresholds are set, the more exceptions in the process behaviour
of the orders are mapped, which leads to a more unstructured
process model. The process model visualizes the sequential
activities of sales, assembly and logistics as well as parallel
activities, for instance sub-assemblies, and process inefficiencies
such as process loops. Internally, the model discovered by the
inductive miner is converted to a Petri net and the event data are
aligned with this model to show frequencies and times, for
instance execution and transition times, to describe PP. The
resulting PP describes an average end-to-end process time of

End-to-end order processing (ETEOP) process model

Sub-assembly

Activities

Sales

Assembly

Process loops

Logistics

Figure 2. Data-based ETEOP process model by a process discovery inductive miner (extract).

25.67 days, from which more than three-quarter is spent in sales,
and a process quality of 3%, which indicates that 260 orders have
at least one unplanned process loop.
The end-to-end process model is compared to the PM process
model of the assembly with an activity and path threshold of 1.0.
The described ETEOP shows 12.34 longer process time by 680
more events within the core process domains sales and logistics.
The results emphasize the high potential of the presented
approach and promise significant contribution to increase PP
when focusing ETEOP instead of partial processes (see section 1).
Additionally, while it was previously not possible to describe PP
due to process complexity, the approach allows full process transparency compared to traditional process mapping (see section 2).
6. Conclusion and further research
In this paper, a methodology for a data-based description of
ETEOP process performance has been presented. The
methodology is structured in the three steps (1) extraction of
performance-related event logs, (2) merging and preparation of
multiple event logs and (3) process discovery for PP description.
Its innovation is the application of PM in end-to-end core processes
by merging multiple domain-specific event logs. With this, PP in
ETEOP can be objectively and fact-based described to derive
appropriate conclusions for lasting process improvement and reengineering projects whose starting is as-is process mapping [1].
An application of the methodology to a real industry use case is
presented that shows the ETEOP process model and describes its
PPIs. An investigation of PP description in partial processes
compared to end-to-end core processes has been undertaken.
To further hone the methodology, several improvements can be
investigated. First, the visualization can be improved for its
valuation-neutral and intuitive description of PP by integrating
further process analysis requirements such as swim-lanes.
Further, different process discovery algorithms can be used in the
third step, evaluated and analysed to describe PP. Third, the databased process mapping can be expanded by participative methods
to additionally map hidden activities that are not stored in
databases. Lastly, as waste in terms of long process times, high
process costs and low process quality is discovered to achieve lean
processes, the integration of other lean production rules, such as
identifying inventory levels, can be further researched.
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